
THE SEW GOOD PROJECT
Taking an active role in local communities affected by disaster or socio-economic

circumstances, TFG has donated nearly 200 000 blankets to South Africans in need.

TFG’s “Sew Good Initiative” forms part of the group’s shared value strategy that

spreads warmth through...

SOS CHILDREN’S VILLAGES
TFG has chosen to partner with SOS Children’s Villages in the work we are doing in

Africa.  By partnering with one organisation that delivers to all the countries we operate

in we are able to ensure consistency, scale & impact.  The countries we have chosen

to...

FABIANI
Fabiani, in partnership with the TFG Foundation, has reached its R1m milestone in

support of much-needed initiatives at The Red Cross War Memorial Children’s

Hospital. The brand, well known for the trademark feature of every finely crafted shirt, a

last Red...

@HOME
Heart of @home is an @home initiative that combines our passion for the home with

our commitment to helping build better communities. Launched in 2017 as the result of

an extensive engagement process with all @home employees to establish how they

believed they could...

FOOD SECURITY
TFG has partnered with Greyton Transition Town to establish vegetable gardens at 3

schools in Caledon. The vegetable gardens are to be maintained by learners, teachers

and staff.  Training is provided in gardening, nutrition and food preparation to support

the...

EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT
TFG in partnership with the Nelson Mandela Children’s Fund, assists financially with

the training and empowering of community workers so that they can enter households

and assist families with early childhood development (ECD). This helps to prepare the

family for...
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